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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Neuronal  circuits  exhibiting  seizure  episodes  have  been  shown  to be prone  to multistability.  The  coexis-
tence  of  normal  and  pathological  regimes  could  explain  why  seizures  suddenly  start  and  stop.  Methods
developed  in  dynamical  systems  theory  are  powerful  tools  for  determining  the  cellular  mechanisms  that
underlie  multistable  seizure  dynamics.  Here,  we present  two  different  approaches  to assess  multistability
in  a model  neuron.  In  this  model,  we identified  a bursting  regime  and  a silent  regime.  First,  we investi-
gated  properties  of  a square  pulse  of  injected  current  which  produced  a switch  from  seizure-like  bursting
into silence.  By systematically  varying  the phase  and  amplitude  of  the  pulse,  we  found  contiguous  pulse
parameter  sets,  so-called  windows,  that  satisfied  this  criterion,  and  we  determined  the  dependence  of
these  windows  on  the  parameter  gleak. As  gleak increased,  the  size  of each  window  scaled  according  to  the
same  law as  the  amplitude  of the saddle  orbit.  Second,  we  examined  the  role  of each  current  in  supporting
bistability  of bursting  and silence.  We  defined  the  index  of propensity  for  multistability  as  the  range  of
gleak for  which  bursting  and  silence  coexisted.  We  computed  this  quantity  while  iteratively  varying  the
maximal  conductance  of each  voltage-gated  current  one  at a time.  Increasing  the  maximal  conductance
of  the  slow  potassium  current  or the  hyperpolarization-activated  current  increased  the  range  of  bista-
bility.  In  contrast,  decreasing  the  maximal  conductance  of the  persistent  sodium  current  increased  the
range  of bistability.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There is growing evidence that neuronal circuits exhibiting
seizure episodes are also prone to multistability (Hahn and Durand,
2001; Foss and Milton, 2003; Suffczynski et al., 2004, 2005; Fröhlich
and Bazhenov, 2006; Fröhlich et al., 2010; Vincent et al., 2011;
Wu  and Shuai, 2012; Koppert et al., 2013). Multistability is a
commonplace feature of nonlinear dynamical systems. Multiple
distinct regimes of activity can coexist, and short transient signals
could produce long lasting changes to the activity of the system.
For example, a neuron could toggle between different regimes
when an appropriate perturbation is applied. State dependence
or hysteresis are hallmarks of multistability (Nadim et al., 2008).
Cardiac and neuronal systems have been shown to exhibit mul-
tistability (Rinzel, 1978; Best, 1979; Guttman et al., 1980; Jalife
and Antzelevitch, 1980; Lechner et al., 1996; Turrigiano et al.,
1996; Cymbalyuk et al., 2002; Loewenstein et al., 2005; Le et al.,
2006; Paydarfar et al., 2006; Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Newman
and Butera, 2010; Malashchenko et al., 2011a,b; Dovzhenok and
Kuznetsov, 2012; Wu and Shuai, 2012).
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Multistability could explain why seizures suddenly start and
stop (Fröhlich et al., 2010). This concept gives a basis for the devel-
opment of closed loop stimulation treatments (Durand and Bikson,
2001; Foss and Milton, 2003; Berényi et al., 2012). Seizure activ-
ity can be stopped with the application of a perturbation (Durand
and Bikson, 2001; Drinkenburg et al., 2003; Foss and Milton, 2003;
Berényi et al., 2012). The characteristic dynamics of seizure activ-
ity manifest on the level of individual cells, and investigation at
this level is critical for understanding the cellular mechanisms of
epilepsy (Bikson et al., 2003; Cressman et al., 2009; Barreto and
Cressman, 2011; Pathak et al., 2010; Fransén and Tigerholm, 2010;
Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2011; Wu  and Shuai, 2012; Tigerholm
et al., 2012). Here we apply methods from dynamical systems
theory to address two open questions about single-cell seizure
dynamics: how to determine properties of perturbations leading
to switches among coexistent regimes and how to assess changes
in the propensity of a neuron to multistability.

We focus on the dynamics of identified leech neurons, the leech
heart interneurons (HNs). They are part of the central pattern gen-
erator that controls the heart beat of the medicinal leech. The
advantage of studying these neurons is the availability of a well
developed biophysically realistic model (Hill et al., 2001). The HNs
have been extensively studied using a combination of experimental
and theoretical techniques (Hill et al., 2001; Cymbalyuk et al., 2002;
Sorensen et al., 2004; Cymbalyuk and Shilnikov, 2005; Olypher
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et al., 2006; Norris et al., 2007; Malashchenko et al., 2011a,b).
A number of predictions of the HN model have been confirmed
experimentally (Hill et al., 2001; Cymbalyuk et al., 2002; Sorensen
et al., 2004; Olypher et al., 2006; Norris et al., 2007; Wright and
Calabrese, 2011). Models of the HN exhibit a diverse repertoire
of activity, including bistability of bursting and silence, bistability
of tonic spiking and silence, bistability of bursting and tonic spik-
ing, and bistability of different tonic spiking regimes (Cymbalyuk
et al., 2002; Cymbalyuk and Shilnikov, 2005; Malashchenko et al.,
2011a,b). Here, we consider a model of the HN under pharma-
cological treatment with Co2+ and 4-aminopyridine (4-AP). This
pathological activity is captured in a previous model of the reduced
HN (Cymbalyuk and Calabrese, 2001). Our reduced model exhibits
endogenous slow-wave plateau bursts on a time course of tens of
seconds. It also exhibits coexistence of this seizure-like bursting
and silence. We  investigated the dynamics of these activities.

We described three methods for characterizing the dynamics
underlying multistability. We  performed a bifurcation analysis to
reveal the range of parameters in which bistability is observed, and
to identify the transitions that bound those ranges. For parameter
values that supported bistability, we tested properties of electri-
cal perturbations that switched the model from bursting to silence.
Finally, we demonstrated a novel technique to elucidate the roles
of specific ion currents in the model’s propensity for bistability.
The propensity measure is achieved by varying the maximal con-
ductance of each maximal current, and determining the range of
values of the conductance of the leak current for which bursting
and silence coexisted.

2. Model

The present model is derived from a model describing the HN
under the application of Co2+ and 4-AP (Cymbalyuk and Calabrese,
2001). We  have included the hyperpolarization-activated current
(Angstadt and Calabrese, 1989). Our model of the HN contains five
ionic currents: a fast sodium current, INa, a potassium current, IK2,
a hyperpolarization-activated current, Ih, a persistent sodium cur-
rent, IP, and a leak current, Ileak. The five state variables are the
membrane potential, V; the inactivation of INa, hNa; the activation
of IK2, mK2; the activation of Ih, mh; and the activation of IP, mP. We
consider the activation of INa to be instantaneous; it is expressed as
a function of V. The cell is modeled as follows:

CV ′ = −[gNamNa,∞(V)3hNa[V − ENa] + gPmP[V − ENa] + gK2m2
K2[V − EK ] + ghm2

h
[V − Eh] + gleak[V − Eleak]] + Iinj,

h′
Na =

[
1

1 + exp(500[V  + 0.026])
− hNa

]
/�hNa

(V),

m′
P =

[
1

1 + exp(−192[V + 0.039])
− mP

]
/
[

0.01 + 0.2
1 + exp(400[V + 0.057])

]
,

m′
K2 =

[
1

1 + exp(−80[V + 0.018])
− mK2

]
/0.25,

m′
h

=
[

1
1 + 2 exp(180[V + 0.047]) + exp(500[V + 0.047])

− mh

]
/2.1,

where mNa,∞(V) = 1
1+exp(−150[V+0.027]) and

�hNa
(V) = 0.004 + 0.006

1+exp(500[V+0.028]) + 0.01
cosh(300[V+0.027]) .

The maximal conductances of INa, IK2, Ih, and IP were gNa, gK2,
gh, and gP , respectively. The conductance of the Ileak was gleak. The
reversal potentials of sodium, potassium, the hyperpolarization-
activated current, and the leak current were ENa, EK, Eh, and Eleak. We
considered the values for these parameters taken from Cymbalyuk
and Calabrese (2001) (parameters for INa, IK2, IP, and Ileak) and
Angstadt and Calabrese (1989) (parameters for Ih) to be canonical:
gNa = 200 nS, gP = 6.156 nS, gK2 = 97.1 nS, gh = 4 nS, gleak = 6.5 nS,

ENa = 0.045 V, EK = −0.07 V, Eh = −0.021 V, Eleak = −0.058 V, and C =
0.5 nF. The parameter Iinj was 0 nA except for those times at which
current was  injected into the system.

3. Methods

We  used two  approaches to investigate multistability of burst-
ing and silence in a neuronal model. First, we  investigated the
properties of perturbations that led to a switch from seizure-like
bursting to a hyperpolarized silent state by applying square pulses
of current to the neuron. This choice of perturbation was inspired
by experiments demonstrating bistability in the squid giant axon
(Guttman et al., 1980). We  systematically varied both the phase
and the amplitude of the pulse to obtain sets of pulse parameters
that produce switches. We analyzed the evolution of these sets in
response to changes in gleak and pulse duration. Second, we used
a novel technique to assess the influence of each ionic current on
propensity for multistability. We  computed the range of gleak sup-
porting bistability of seizure-like bursting and silence, which we
call the index of propensity for multistability. We  computed this
index over a range of values for the maximal conductance of each
voltage-gated current one at a time.

We  studied pulse perturbations in a system where the exhibited
bursting activity was periodic, and thus, the phase of a perturba-
tion could be strictly defined. Bursting activity was  quantified by its
temporal characteristics: the burst duration, the interburst interval,
and the period. The burst duration was the time interval between
the first and last spikes of the burst. The interburst interval was the
time interval between the last spike in a burst and the first spike of
the next burst. The period was the sum of these two  characteristics.
We used the coefficient of variation of these three characteristics to
establish that bursting activity was periodic; we chose parameter
sets such that the coefficient of variation of each characteristic was
less than 2%. Analysis was performed on a set of 100 bursts.

Each pulse was characterized by its amplitude, duration, and
the time of the onset. Depending on these three characteristics, a
pulse of injected current could switch the activity from bursting
to silence. The phase was defined as the time of the pulse onset,
expressed as a percentage of the period of bursting activity. The
time of the first spike of the burst was the reference time (0% phase).

We  conducted simulations using the same initial conditions, which
were obtained by integrating the system for 5000 seconds; after
this time, we considered the model neuron to be settled onto the
periodic bursting orbit (Fig. 1). From simulation to simulation, we
varied the amplitude (Ipulse) and phase of the pulse. Initially, we
varied Ipulse in increments of 10−3 nA from −100 nA to 100 nA and
the phase in increments of 0.1% from 0.1% to 100%. There were two
observed outcomes of the stimulation protocol.

We implemented the square pulse of current using three inter-
vals of time. The coordinates at the end of each interval were used as
the initial conditions at the beginning of the following interval. First,
the system was numerically integrated from initial conditions up
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Fig. 1. Bursting activity of the model for gleak = 8.79 nS. (A and B) Activity is projected on to the hyperplane (V, mK2, mh). (A) The stable equilibrium and one of the saddle
equilibria are depicted as solid green and empty red points, respectively. (B) A close up of the saddle orbit and the stable equilibria. (C) Bursting activity plotted as V versus
time.  The dashed line is the voltage of the stable equilibria (Vst = −0.0494 V).

to the time of the application of the pulse; during this time, Iinj was
0 nA. The second interval represented the time course of the pulse,
and Iinj was equal to Ipulse. The pulse duration was 30 ms  except for
simulations where it was  a controlling parameter. Finally, the third
interval represented the post-stimulus interval; Iinj was 0 nA, and
the system was integrated for 2000 seconds.

We identified two possible outcomes based on the analysis of
the activity during the final interval of time:

Case 1: The system settled onto the stable equilibrium. Following
the perturbation, there were sometimes one or more subthreshold
oscillations before the system settled onto the rest state.
Case 2: The system returned to the bursting regime. Follow-
ing the perturbation, one or more subthreshold oscillations were
observed before the system returned to bursting.

As a result, we obtained sets of phase and Ipulse for which we
recorded a switch from bursting to silence. These sets of contigu-
ous pulse parameters were called windows (Fig. 2). A window was

defined in terms of phase as an interval within which a pulse could
produce a switch. For a given phase in a window, pulses with ampli-
tudes falling between two threshold amplitudes would trigger a
switch. We  characterized the shape of the windows in terms of
the amplitude of switch-triggering pulses by the maximal window
span. We  defined the window span as the difference between the
two threshold values for a given phase in a window.

We  investigated how the shape of the windows evolved in
response to changes in either gleak or pulse duration. For certain of
these parameter values, the maximal span of the windows dimin-
ished, and a better resolution of the simulation grid was required.
After initial screening, the detected windows were visually evalu-
ated, and if the increment of Ipulse was 10% or more of the window’s
height, we decreased the increments of Ipulse to 10−4 nA for that
window (Figs. 3 and 4). Moreover, for Fig. 4B, we used increments
of 10−5 nA for pulse durations greater than 300 ms.

We used custom written codes in the C programming lan-
guage using the GNU Scientific Library (http://www.gnu.org/
software/gsl/). Numerical simulations were performed with a
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Fig. 2. The shaded regions (windows) represent sets of parameters (phase and amplitude) for a single current pulse able to switch bursting activity to silence. All pulses were
square  in shape and 0.03 s in duration. The pair of windows found for gleak = 8.78 nS (A) were smaller than those found for gleak = 8.79 nS (B).
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for  a single current pulse able to switch bursting activity to silence. The color maps indicate (A) the value of gleak and (B) the duration of the pulse (tdur) for which each window
was  computed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)

variable step Runge-Kutta integrator with absolute and relative tol-
erances set to 10−9. Trajectories were generated and analyzed on
the OCTANS research computing cluster at Georgia State University.

To characterize the roles of different ionic currents, we  introduce
a new measure of the propensity of a neuron to multistability. The
index of propensity for multistability is the range of gleak where
multistability was observed. We  determined this range by com-
paring the range where the model exhibited bursting to the range
where the model exhibited a hyperpolarized rest state. Generally,
the model was silent for large gleak. We  used single parameter (gleak)
bifurcation analysis to determine the value at which the equilib-
rium lost stability. We  tested for all codimension-1 bifurcations
of equilibria. For some range of gleak, the model exhibited burst-
ing. Typically, the maximal gleak for which the system exhibited
bursting was larger than the minimal gleak for which the system
exhibited silence. This overlap in the values of gleak determines the
range of gleak for which the model supports bistability. This one-
parameter analysis was extended to two-parameters to determine
the dependence of the propensity index on the maximal conduc-
tance of each voltage-gated ionic current one at a time. We  repeated
this two-parameter analysis for the maximal conductance of each
voltage-gated current.

The minimal gleak supporting the stable equilibrium was  com-
puted by continuation of equilibria in CONTENT (Khibnik et al.,
1993). The first point on the bifurcation curve was  obtained by
setting gleak to 40 nS, where the system was silent. This rest
state was continued until it lost stability in an Andronov–Hopf
bifurcation. The Andronov–Hopf bifurcation was then contin-
ued in two parameters: gleak and the maximal conductance of
a voltage gated ionic current. We  produced a two-dimensional
bifurcation diagram for the maximal conductance of each voltage
gated current.

The critical value of gleak where the bursting regime terminated
was found using an iterative routine with numerical simulations

of the model done in CONTENT. At each iteration, we updated two
estimates for this critical value of gleak. The lower estimate, g−

leak
,

was initially given a value where bursting was observed. The upper
estimate, g+

leak
, was  assigned a value where no bursting regime was

observed. A trial value of gleak, go
leak

, was selected on the interval
between g−

leak
and g+

leak
. We  integrated the system at go

leak
for 500 s. If

bursting was  observed over this interval, g−
leak

was  updated to go
leak

,
and the coordinates at the end of the trajectory were saved to be
used as the initial conditions for the following iteration. If bursting
was not observed or did not persist over the entire interval, g+

leak
was updated to go

leak
, and the initial conditions were not updated.

We  iterated this procedure while the difference between g−
leak

and
g+

leak
was greater than 10−3. The value reported as the border of the

transition from bursting to silence was  the final value of g−
leak

The
entire procedure was  repeated over a range of values for each of
the maximal conductances of each voltage gated current.

One- and two-parameter bifurcation analyses of equilibria and
oscillatory regimes were done either in XPPAUT (Ermentrout, 2004)
or CONTENT where the tolerance parameters for continuation were
10−8. We  used MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.) to make figures for
this manuscript. The trajectories generated for these figures were
produced with the ode15s integrator with an absolute tolerance of
10−11 and a relative tolerance of 10−10.

4. Results

4.1. Pulse-triggered switch

We  investigated a model which exhibited coexistence of
a periodic bursting regime and a hyperpolarized equilibrium
(Fig. 1). At gleak = 8.79 nS, the average period of activity was
5.7 s (� = 7.2 × 10−4 s), the average burst duration was 1.8 s
(� = 7.2 × 10−4 s), and the average interburst interval was 3.9 s
(� = 1.6 × 10−3 s) (Fig. 1C). The hyperpolarized equilibrium had a
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of  the saddle orbit grew proportionally to a ×
√

gleak − b. The maximal span for
depolarizing pulses and hyperpolarizing pulses are marked by green + and blue ◦
symbols, respectively. The amplitude of the saddle orbit is the set of red × symbols.
The solid green, blue, and red curve are curve fits of the maximal span for the win-
dow of depolarizing pulses, the maximal span for the window of hyperpolarizing

pulses, and the amplitude of the saddle orbit each to a ×
√

gleak − b. The size of each
window and the amplitude of the saddle orbit was  normalized to their respective
values at gleak = 8.79. (B) The threshold amplitudes–the minimum and maximum
threshold of pulses that triggered a switch–decreased as pulse duration increased.
The thresholds are plotted in the log scale. The green and blue curves correspond
to  depolarizing and hyperpolarizing pulses, respectively. Solid curves and dashed
curves indicate maximal and minimal thresholds, respectively. (For interpretation
of  the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of the article.)

resting potential of −0.0494 V (Fig. 1A). A numerical analysis of
equilibria and simple oscillatory regimes revealed saddle equilib-
ria at −0.0449 V and −0.0229 V and a saddle orbit nearby the stable
equilibrium (Fig. 1B). We  proceeded with the analysis of this system
using techniques developed by Malashchenko et al. (2011a).

A single parameter bifurcation analysis (not shown) indicated
that the stable rest state associated with bistability gained stabil-
ity at a subcritical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation (gleak = 8.778 nS).
At the occurrence of an Andronov–Hopf bifurcation, two  complex-
conjugate eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis. An orbit is born at
this critical value of gleak with zero amplitude. The eigenvalues take
the form 1/�  ± iω, where � characterizes the time constant of relax-
ation nearby the equilibrium and ω characterizes the frequency
of oscillations of the nascent orbit. The amplitude of this orbit is
zero at the bifurcation, and it grows proportionally to

√
gleak − b,

where b is the bifurcation value (Izhikevich, 2007). At this bifurca-
tion, an unstable equilibrium became stable, and a saddle orbit was
born with frequency 2.34 rad/s. In the vicinity of the bifurcation, the
amplitude of the orbit grew sharply according to the square-root
law (Fig. 4A). The bursting regime disappeared at gleak = 8.797 nS,
where the unstable orbit had 2.6 mV amplitude. The bursting and
silent regimes coexisted between these values. By perturbing reg-
ular bursting activity with square pulses of current (Section 3), we
found contiguous sets of pulse parameters that switch the neuron
from bursting to silence, referred to here as windows.

We investigated two bistable systems: one relatively close to
the Andronov–Hopf bifurcation (gleak = 8.78 nS) and the other rel-
atively close to the termination of the bursting regime (gleak =
8.79 nS). At gleak = 8.78 nS, the windows computed in the (phase,

Ipulse) parameter space were smaller compared to those obtained
at gleak = 8.79 nS (Fig. 2). For each of these two values of gleak, we
found that there were two windows: an earlier window that was
a set of depolarizing current pulses and a later window that was a
set of hyperpolarizing current pulses. For gleak = 8.78 nS, the ranges
of the phase and amplitude of depolarizing pulses were from 59.1%
to 63.0% and from 0.022 nA to 0.043 nA (Fig. 2A). The ranges of the
phase and amplitude for hyperpolarizing pulses were from 81.6%
to 85.9% and from −0.014 nA to −0.025 nA, respectively. For gleak =
8.79 nS, the two windows were larger (Fig. 2B). The ranges of the
phase and amplitude for depolarizing pulses were from 48.7% to
61.4% and from 0.006 nA to 0.076 nA, respectively. The ranges of the
phase and amplitude for hyperpolarizing pulses were from 70.2%
to 84.3% and from −0.004 nA to −0.035 nA. Both the amplitude of
the saddle orbit in the state space and the size of the windows in
the (phase, Ipulse) parameter space grew as gleak increased from the
Andronov–Hopf bifurcation. These results support the notion that
the stable manifold of the saddle orbit creates a separatrix between
the two  basins of attraction.

To further investigate the relation of the windows in the (phase,
Ipulse) parameter space to the saddle orbit, we examined the geom-
etry of each window as gleak changed (Fig. 3). Each window was
roughly oval in shape. Close to the Andronov–Hopf bifurcation,
each of the two windows were quite small, and as the value of gleak
increased, the size of each of the two  windows increased (Fig. 3A).
Moreover, the phase interval of each window increased as gleak
increased. The window of depolarizing pulses and the window of
hyperpolarizing pulses represent maps of the basin of attraction of
the stable equilibrium into the (phase, Ipulse) parameter space.

We quantified the size of each window by finding its maximal
span. Our analysis shows that the amplitude of the saddle orbit
and the maximal span of both windows scaled proportionally to√

gleak − b. The span of each window was compared to the ampli-
tude of the saddle orbit.

We  used a curve-fitting MATLAB routine and found that each
of these three curves was  of form a ×

√
gleak − b (Fig. 4A). The

coefficients a and b were determined with a Trust-Region algorithm
for each of the three data sets. In all three cases, the coefficient b
was approximately 8.7787 nS. We  denote different subscripts for
the window of depolarizing pulses, the window of hyperpolarizing
pulses, and the amplitude of the saddle orbit: a+, a◦, and a×. The
value of the coefficients for these three data sets were as follows:
a+ = 0.4860 nA, a◦ = 0.2785 nA, and a× =0.0180 V. The span of each
window and the amplitude of the saddle orbit were normalized to
their values at gleak = 8.79 nS for comparison (Fig. 4A). These win-
dows allowed us to probe the unstable orbit in the vicinity of the
bursting trajectory. Note that the dependence of the maximal span
for hyperpolarizing pulses and the dependence of the amplitude of
the saddle orbit were well matched. However, the dependence of
maximal span for depolarizing pulses underestimated that of the
amplitude of the saddle orbit. We  speculate that the window of
hyperpolarizing pulses represents a better map because the phase
interval of the periodic bursting trajectory corresponding to this
window appeared closer in proximity to the saddle orbit than did
the phase interval corresponding to the window of depolarizing
pulses (Fig. 5). Since all three curves are well fitted by the same
approximation as the theoretical dependence imposed by the sub-
critical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation, we  conclude that the saddle
periodic orbit generates the mechanism separating the attraction
basins for the bursting regime and hyperpolarized stable equilib-
rium. The most parsimonious explanation for the mechanism of this
bistability is that the stable manifold of this orbit is the separatrix
between the two attracting regimes.

To explore the effect of pulse duration on window shape, we
fixed gleak to 8.79 and repeated our pulse protocol for different pulse
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Fig. 5. Examples of perturbation of bursting activity with mapped windows. The shaded areas (windows, Fig. 2B) indicate properties of pulses which produced a switch
from  bursting to silence. (A) A pulse of current with amplitude 0.02 nA switched the activity to silence. The rest potential (Vst = −0.0494 V) represents the stable equilibrium
(black  dashed line). (B) A pulse of current with amplitude −0.015 did not switch the activity to silence. (C and D) A pulse triggered switch from bursting to silence can only be
achieved if it was delivered within the appropriate range of phases (red between the X or the + symbols). The dark blue curve is a trajectory of the bursting orbit. The duration
of  the pulse of Iinj is indicated by the pink. The light blue curve indicates the trajectory after the pulse. The purple curve is a periodic saddle orbit, and the stable equilibrium
is  represented by the black point. (C) and (D) correspond to (A) and (B), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to  the web version of the article.)

durations. We  varied the pulse duration from 0.01 s to 1 s (Fig. 4B).
Generally, windows computed with shorter pulses of current were
larger, and windows computed with longer pulses of current were
smaller and slightly shifted in phase towards the beginning of the
burst. For a pulse duration of 0.01 s, the window of depolarizing
pulses spanned from 0.018 nA to 0.219 nA and from 48.8% to 61.6%,
and the window of hyperpolarizing pulses spanned from −0.012 nA
to −0.109 nA and from 70.4 % to 84.5 %. For a pulse duration of 0.4
s, the window of depolarizing pulses spanned from 0.00051 nA to
0.00699 nA and from 44.6 % to 57.9 %, and the window of hyperpo-
larizing pulses spanned from −0.00029 nA to −0.00238 nA and from
67 % to 81.3 %. In general, longer pulses of injected require smaller
amplitude to trigger a switch. However, shorter pulses of injected
current are effective over a greater range of pulse amplitudes.

The minimal and maximal threshold amplitudes evolved as the
duration of the pulse changed (Fig. 4B). These thresholds decreased
dramatically as pulse duration increased from 0.01 s to 1 s. The
minimal and maximal amplitude thresholds of the window of
hyperpolarizing pulses decreased from 0.1090 nA to 0.0010 nA and
from 0.0120 nA to 0.0001 nA, respectively (Fig. 4B). The minimal
and maximal amplitude thresholds of the window of depolarizing
pulses decreased from 0.0180 nA to 0.0003 nA and from 0.2190 nA
to 0.0057 nA, respectively (Fig. 4B).

We  projected these windows (for gleak = 8.79 nS) onto two  time
series: first was a case where a pulse triggered a switch (Fig. 5A)
and second was  a case where a pulse did not (Fig. 5B). If a pulse

was applied with the appropriate timing and amplitude to trigger
a switch, its onset was inside a window. For example, the onset of
a depolarizing pulse that was  of appropriate phase and amplitude
was inside the upper window (Fig. 5A). In contrast, a hyperpolariz-
ing pulse that missed a window did not produce a switch (Fig. 5B).

The windows of pulse parameters that switch from bursting to
silence could be examined through perturbations to the bursting
trajectory (Fig. 5C and D). We  projected these two  trajectories on
the (V, mK2, mh) hyperplane. Bursting trajectories passed nearby
the saddle orbit (Figs. 1B and 5C, D). Pulses of current that did pro-
duce a switch were often followed by damped oscillations as the
system settled onto the stable rest state (Fig. 5C). These damped
oscillations manifested in the (V, mK2, mh) hyperplane as a spiral
onto a stable focus (Fig. 5C). Pulses of current that did not pro-
duce a switch often produced some transient activity before the
system settled onto the bursting attractor. For example, the mem-
brane potential would sometimes make one or more subthreshold
oscillations before returning to bursting activity (Fig. 5B and D).
Subthreshold oscillations appeared as loops around or nearby the
saddle orbit in the (V, mK2, mh) hyperplane.

4.2. Range of bistability

To assess the influences of each current on the propensity of
the neuron to multistability, we  systematically varied the maximal
conductances of each of the voltage gated currents (gh, gK2, gNa,
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Fig. 6. Bifurcation diagrams of equilibria and bursting determining index of propensity for multistability. The blue curve indicates an Andronov Hopf bifurcation. For parameter
values  to the right of this curve there exists a stable rest state. The red curve indicates the disappearance of the bursting regime. To the left of this curve we observed bursting
activity.  The bifurcation parameters are (A) gh , (B) gK2, (C) gNa ,  and (D) gP on the vertical axes and gleak on each of the horizontal axes. The dotted black lines indicate the
canonical value of the parameter. The range of bistability is the difference in gleak between the red curve and the blue curve for a particular value on the vertical axis. As
either  gh (A) or gK2 (B) increases the range of bistability increases. (C) gNa does not influence the range of bistability. (D) The range of bistability increases as gP decreases.
(For  interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)

and gP) one at a time, and for each sampled value of each of these
conductances, we identified the values of gleak over which the sys-
tem exhibited bistability. The index of propensity for multistability
was defined as the difference between the value in gleak for a sub-
critical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation (AH) and the critical value at
which bursting activity disappears.

The curves indicating the AH and the transition from bursting
to silence (BtS) are depicted in Fig. 6. Consider, for example, Fig. 6A.
We observed bursting activity for gleak to the left of the BtS curve,
and a rest state for gleak to the right of the AH curve. The range of
observed bistability occupies the region on the diagram between
the two curves.

We  created a series of two-parameter diagrams with gleak and
each of the maximal conductance of the voltage gated currents
(Fig. 6A). In each two-parameter analysis, we  compared the
dependence on gleak of the BtS transition and the AH bifurcation
to compute the index of propensity over a range of values of each
maximal conductance of voltage gated currents. In most cases, we
varied each of these conductances such that the index of propensity
increased to roughly 0.3–0.5 nS (Table 1). The range of bistabil-
ity for the canonical values of these conductances was  0.016 nS.
We varied gh from 0.5 to 20 nS (Fig. 6A). The index of propensity
increased as gh increased, and its maximum value was  0.43 nS. The

Table 1
The index of propensity for multistability increases with changes in the maximal
conductances of Ih , IK2, INa , and IP . The maximum range of bistability corresponds to
the underlined conductance values in each column.

Maximal conductance gh (nS) gK2 (nS) gNa (nS) gP (nS)

Canonical value 4 97.1 200 6.156
Maximal value 20 200 400 8
Minimal value 0.5 90 140 2
Max. index of propensity 0.43 0.49 0.04 0.33

parameter gK2 was  was  varied from 90 to 200 nS (Fig. 6B). The index
of propensity generally increased as gK2 increased; its maximal
value was 0.49 nS. Under variation of gNa, the index of propensity
did not greatly increase; its maximal value was 0.04 nS (Fig. 6C).
The range of bistability increased as gP diminished in magnitude
(Fig. 6D). We  varied this parameter from 2 to 8 nS, and the maximal
value of the index for propensity was 0.33 nS.

Following our previous analysis (Cymbalyuk et al., 2002;
Malashchenko et al., 2011a,b), we varied Eleak from −0.07 V to
−0.04 V and gleak from 1 to 16 nS. We  observed simple oscillating
regimes, bursting activity, and a depolarized and a hyperpolarized
equilibria. The parameter values for which bursting existed was
bounded on two sides (Fig. 7A). At these boundaries, the bursting
regime transitioned to a qualitatively different regimes of activity.

Consider a bifurcation of the depolarized stable equilibrium.
As Eleak decreased, this equilibrium lost stability in a supercriti-
cal Andronov–Hopf bifurcation, and a stable orbit was  born (AH2).
This orbit corresponds to the small amplitude tonic spiking regime.
A saddle-node bifurcation for periodic orbits occurs at the param-
eter value for which this stable orbit and a saddle orbit coalesce
and vanish (SNo1). The XPPAUT bifurcation analysis software suite
allowed us to continue the saddle orbit.

We tracked this orbit with increasing values of Eleak until it van-
ished in a second saddle-node bifurcation (SNo2). The stable large
amplitude orbit originating at this saddle-node bifurcation con-
tinued with decreasing values of Eleak. This orbit lost stability in
a period doubling cascade (initial period-doubling bifurcation at
PD).

Consider the vertical dashed line in Fig. 7A located at gleak =
8.79 nS. Activities along this line make a good example of the
order in which we observed different regimes of activity for values
of gleak below 10.6 nS. On this line, bursting activity transitioned
into the regime of stable oscillations at Eleak = −0.0580 V (SNo1). As
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Fig. 7. Two  parameter bifurcation diagrams of oscillatory regimes and equilibria in
the  Eleak , gleak plane. Two  parameter bifurcation diagrams of oscillatory regimes and
equilibria in the Eleak , gleak plane. (A) The white region on the bifurcation diagram rep-
resents parameter values where bursting was  the only observed attracting regime
of  activity. The region where hyperpolarized silence was  the only observed regime is
shaded yellow, and the region where both hyperpolarized silence and bursting were
observed is shaded light green. The Andronov–Hopf bifurcation that terminated the
hyperpolarized equilibrium (AH1) is on the border between the light green region
and the white region. The salmon colored region represents depolarized silence. The
Andronov–Hopf bifurcation that terminated the depolarized equilibrium (AH2) is the
purple curve. In the light blue region, the only observed regime was  a depolarized
small amplitude spiking, and this regime terminated at the saddle-node bifurcation
for  periodic orbits labeled SNo1. We observed large amplitude spiking that coex-
isted with depolarized silence (grey hash-marks on salmon background). The upper
boundary of this regime was  a saddle-node bifurcation for periodic orbits (red curve)
labeled SNo2. This spiking regime vanished into a period-doubling cascade: the first
period double bifurcation is the dashed- white curve, and the regime terminated
approximately at the black curve. (B) The yellow region indicates parameter values
for  which we observed only the hyperpolarized equilibrium. We  choose parame-
ter  values for gh , gK2, and gP according to the trends in Fig. 6 so that the range
of  bistability (green) is greatly increased when compared to (A). The hyperpolar-
ized equilibrium gained stability at an Andronov–Hopf bifurcation (dark green line)
labeled AH.

Eleak continued to increase, the stable orbit vanished at the super-
critical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation at Eleak = −0.0490 V (AH2). For
values of Eleak above that of AH2, we observed the depolarized
stable equilibrium. The large amplitude tonic spiking regime coex-
isted with depolarized quiescence between the second fold orbit at
Eleak = −0.0442 V (SNo2) and Eleak = −0.0480 V where spiking regime
becomes unstable in a period doubling cascade.

The lower boundary of bursting activity was characterized by
bistability of bursting and silence as described in the previous
section. As Eleak decreased, a saddle equilibrium gained stability
in a subcritical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation giving rise to a sad-
dle orbit. The upper boundary of bistability coincided with the
Andronov–Hopf bifurcation, and the lower boundary of bistability
was marked by the disappearance of the bursting regime.

We further investigate the range of bistability in the (gleak, Eleak)
parameter space by coordinating the maximal conductances the
voltage gated current. We  selected values for three of the maximal
conductances that increased the propensity of the system to bista-
bility: gh = 20 nS, gK2 = 200 nS, gP = 2 nS (Table 1 and Fig. 6). For

these parameter values, we  perform a two parameter bifurcation
analysis in the (gleak, Eleak) parameter space (Fig. 7B).

Over the range of parameter values examined in Fig. 7B, we
observed three qualitatively different regimes of activity: monos-
table bursting, monostable silence, and coexistence of bursting and
silence. A subcritical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation (AH) separates the
region where bursting is the only observed regime from the region
of bistability of bursting and silence. Bistability is observed for val-
ues of gleak greater than that of AH and less than the value at which
the bursting regime disappears.

The activities produced by the model for the coordinated param-
eter set is sparse compared to the variety of regimes produced
by the model at canonical values of gh, gK2, and gP . The range of
bistability of bursting and silence for canonical parameters (exclud-
ing gleak and Eleak) has minimum of 0.02 nS and a maximum of
0.45 nS. The range of bistability for the parameter set of coordinated
maximal conductances increased overall, ranging from 0.75 nS to
4.02 nS.

5. Discussion

Seizure dynamics are particularly challenging to study because
ictal paroxysm is difficult to predict. If detected in a timely fash-
ion, such seizure activity could be stopped with the application
of perturbations (Durand and Bikson, 2001; Drinkenburg et al.,
2003; Foss and Milton, 2003; Jahangiri and Durand, 2011). Recently,
significant progress has been made in the development of epilep-
tic treatment devices using these principles (Berényi et al., 2012).
The notions that epileptic tissue can switch suddenly from nor-
mal  to pathological activity and then from pathological to normal
activity with the application of an artificial perturbation suggests
that the two  regimes could coexist. Multistability is prevalent in
a number of computational models of seizure dynamics (Hahn
and Durand, 2001; Suffczynski et al., 2004, 2005; Fröhlich and
Bazhenov, 2006; Fröhlich et al., 2010; Wu  and Shuai, 2012).
The thorough understanding of seizures and the development of
treatments for epilepsy requires interdisciplinary approaches com-
bining experimental and theoretical techniques. The roles of ionic
currents and concentrations in the dynamics of seizures have been
thoroughly investigated utilizing the theory of dynamical systems
(Hahn and Durand, 2001; Foss and Milton, 2003; Suffczynski et al.,
2004, 2005; Fröhlich and Bazhenov, 2006; Fröhlich et al., 2010;
Filatov et al., 2011; Krishnan and Bazhenov, 2011; Barreto and
Cressman, 2011; Tigerholm et al., 2012; Wu and Shuai, 2012). A
wealth of theoretical results highlights the role of intrinsic cel-
lular properties of individual cells in epileptogenesis (Hahn and
Durand, 2001; Fröhlich and Bazhenov, 2006; Kager et al., 2007; Xie
et al., 2008; Cressman et al., 2009; Tigerholm et al., 2012). Despite
significant progress, there are compelling questions that are not
understood: (1) how to switch an ongoing seizure to a normal
regime and (2) how to assess roles of different ionic currents in
the propensity for multistability.

We developed a biophysically accurate Hodgkin–Huxley style
neuronal model of seizure-like dynamics in an identified leech
neuron. This model exhibits coexistence of seizure-like burst-
ing and stable hyperpolarized silence. We  investigated properties
of pulses of injected current that produced a switch of activ-
ity from bursting to silence. Perturbations were characterized by
amplitude and phase in the fashion of previous research (Hahn
and Durand, 2001; Suffczynski et al., 2004, 2005; Jahangiri and
Durand, 2011). Tests revealed two  prominent sets of perturbations.
These windows of pulse parameters produced switches during
the interburst interval; depolarizing pulses were effective early
in the phase and hyperpolarizing pulses were effective later in
the phase. Assuming generality in topology of seizure bursting
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activity across phyla, these results suggests that seizure activity
could be susceptible to perturbations during interburst intervals,
and moreover, either depolarizing or hyperpolarizing pulses could
be effective. In the past, results obtained by studying the dynam-
ics of the squid giant axon have been informative in the context
of multistability of dynamic disease (Hahn and Durand, 2001;
Paydarfar et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2008; Dovzhenok and Kuznetsov,
2012).

The studies of spiking dynamics in the squid giant axon
described a mechanism supporting bistability in terms of dynam-
ical systems theory. It identified the unstable regime – a saddle
periodic orbit – which creates the separatrix between periodic
spiking and the stable equilibrium. An important feature of this
approach is the identification of bifurcations through which the
unstable regime appears and disappears in response to variation in
the controlling parameter. In this system, an unstable periodic orbit
appears at a subcritical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation and disappears
at a saddle-node bifurcation for periodic orbits. This bifurcation sce-
nario is essential for the description of the mechanism of bistability.
This approach allowed Guttman et al. (Guttman et al., 1980) to
experimentally demonstrate bistability. One of the effective tech-
niques employed by Guttman et al. (Guttman et al., 1980) was  the
application of precisely timed pulses of injected current. A single
pulse of current created a perturbation to the stable regime, which
could trigger a switch from one basin of attraction to the other.
Following this approach, pulse stimulation protocols applied to the
Hodgkin–Huxley model identified properties of perturbations that
would produce a switch from spiking to silence (Hahn and Durand,
2001; Suffczynski et al., 2005). This analysis is informative in the
context of seizure-dynamics (Hahn and Durand, 2001; Suffczynski
et al., 2005).

This mechanism of multistability of spiking and silence is similar
the mechanisms supporting bursting and silence in the canoni-
cal model of the leech heart interneuron (Cymbalyuk et al., 2002;
Malashchenko et al., 2011a). The combination of stimulation pro-
tocols with the variation of a bifurcation parameter creates a new
powerful tool to evaluate the structural stability and the evolution
of basins of attraction. This report connected the geometry of the
unstable periodic orbit with the properties of the pulse parameters
used to probe the basin of attraction of the hyperpolarized stable
equilibrium. We  showed that the maximal span of window of pulse
parameters follows the square-root law imposed on the amplitude
of the saddle orbit by the Andronov–Hopf bifurcation. The most
parsimonious explanation for the mechanism of this bistability is
that the stable manifold of this orbit is the separatrix between the
two attracting regimes.

In this report, we present an analysis of the roles of ionic currents
in multistability of bursting and silence. We  singled out gleak as the
controlling biophysical parameter for a number of reasons. All neu-
rons and all biophysically accurate neuronal models contain a leak
current. This fact suggests it as a good basis for a convenient mea-
sure that can be compared among neurons and models. Biological
experiments demonstrate that certain leak currents are modulated
by neurotransmitters such as serotonin and noradrenaline (Perrier
et al., 2004; Sirois et al., 2002) and extracellular pH (Larkman
and Perkins, 2005; Koizumi et al., 2010). Computational mod-
els of the HN, an Aplysia snail neuron, a thalamic relay neuron
and a respiratory control neuron exhibit a wealth of dynamical
regimes in response to variation of the leak current (Cymbalyuk
et al., 2002; Cymbalyuk and Shilnikov, 2005; Guckenheimer et al.,
2005; Malashchenko et al., 2011a). The influence of the leak current
suggested by computational models is consistent with observa-
tions from biological preparations. For example, when the leech
heart interneuron is pierced with a sharp micro-electrode for intra-
cellular recording–a procedure that introduces an additional leak
current–the cell exhibits tonic spiking (Schmidt and Calabrese,

1992). When extracellular recordings are taken with a suction elec-
trode, though, the cell exhibits endogenous bursting (Cymbalyuk
et al., 2002). The contrast in these results suggests that the addition
of a leak current qualitatively changes the HN’s regime of activity. A
similar phenomenon was  reported in Xenopus frog neurons (Aiken
et al., 2003).

To characterize the roles of different ionic currents, we introduce
a new measure of the propensity of a neuron to multistability. The
index of propensity for multistability is the range in gleak where
multistability was  observed. The range was determined by the
parameter values of two  boundaries: the border where the rest
state gained stability at an Andronov–Hopf bifurcation and the
border where the transition from bursting to silence occurs. We
showed that the index of propensity for multistability was  sensitive
to the maximal conductances of certain ionic currents. Starting with
the canonical set of parameters, we  varied gleak, and determined the
index of propensity for multistability was initially small: 0.016 nS.
We showed that this index could be increased 200 fold following
coordinated changes to the maximal conductances of the voltage-
gated currents: Ih, IK2, and IP. We accomplished this by increasing
gh, increasing gK2, and decreasing gP . These results suggest that
propensity for multistability in a neuron could be increased or elim-
inated in a predictable fashion by pharmacological manipulation of
intrinsic ionic conductances. This analysis is generic and could be
used in the development of pharmacological treatments designed
to produce either multi- or mono- stable dynamics.

Invertebrate systems are ideal for the investigation of cellular
mechanisms (Kristan et al., 2005; Marder et al., 2005; Clarac and
Pearlstein, 2007). The number of neurons in invertebrates is rela-
tively small, individual neurons are identifiable from preparation to
preparation, and there is a wealth of literature detailing biophysical
phenomena and properties. Mechanisms supporting multistabil-
ity have been described in experimental and theoretical studies
in invertebrate neurons (Rinzel, 1978; Best, 1979; Guttman et al.,
1980; Canavier et al., 1994; Lechner et al., 1996; Cymbalyuk et al.,
2002; Le et al., 2006; Paydarfar et al., 2006; Newman and Butera,
2010; Malashchenko et al., 2011a,b). Usually these mechanisms
involve an unstable saddle-type periodic orbit.

The leech heart interneuron (HN) is an attractive model in which
to study the cellular mechanisms underlying seizure dynamics.
The leech heart interneurons have ionic currents sharing dynamic
properties with those strongly implicated in epilepsy. Under phar-
macological conditions inducing seizure-like dynamics, such as
application of the calcium and potassium channel blockers Co2+ and
4-AP, the currents remaining in these cells are a fast sodium current,
hyperpolarization-activated current, a non-inactivating potassium
current, and a persistent sodium current. These currents corre-
spond to hyperpolarization-activated currents, M-currents, and
persistent sodium currents in the mammalian brain. The dysfunc-
tion of these currents play key roles in epileptic dynamics (Poolos,
2012; Strauss et al., 2004; Wierschke et al., 2010; Brenner and
Wilcox, 2012; Biervert et al., 1998; Peters et al., 2005; Miceli et al.,
2013; Mantegazza and Catterall, 2012; Holland et al., 2007; Chen
et al., 2011). A mutation in KV7.2 is associated with human epilep-
togenesis (Biervert et al., 1998). Genetic experiments have tied
dysfunction of KV7.2 to epileptic episodes in rat and mouse models
(Peters et al., 2005; Miceli et al., 2013). In human epilepsy and a rat
genetic model, Ih is diminished in cortical epileptic tissue (Strauss
et al., 2004; Wierschke et al., 2010). Mutation in SCN3a, which
codes for persistent sodium channels has been shown in human
pediatric partial epilepsy (Holland et al., 2007). The magnitude of
persistent sodium current is increased after epileptic experience in
pilocarpine model-epilepsy rats (Chen et al., 2011).

The dynamics of the HN is well studied: the ionic currents have
been experimentally characterized following the Hodgkin–Huxley
formalism, and a canonical mathematical model has been
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informative for the design of new experiments (Hill et al., 2001;
Cymbalyuk et al., 2002; Sorensen et al., 2004; Olypher et al., 2006;
Norris et al., 2007; Wright and Calabrese, 2011). Here, we consider
a model of the HN under pharmacological treatment with Co2+ as a
model for seizure-like bursting. Under this treatment, the ganglia of
the medicinal leech exhibits pathological activity, where the mem-
brane potential of many cells oscillate in synchronous slow bursting
(Angstadt and Friesen, 1991). When accompanied by a potassium
channel blocker, application of Co2+ elicits slow plateau-like burst-
ing activity in the HN (Opdyke and Calabrese, 1994). A plateau-like
burst is characterized by an initial spike and then a silent interval
of depolarized potential. This depolarization block is a characteris-
tic of activity in epileptic tissue. This scenario falls within the same
framework as other models of chemically induced seizures. Low
extracellular Ca2+ is associated with pathological oscillations and
epilepsy (Pumain et al., 1985; Jefferys and Haas, 1982). The appli-
cation of 4-AP is a common method for seizure initiation (Szente
and Baranyi, 1998; Galvan et al., 1982; Yang et al., 2002; Takeshita
and Bahar, 2011).

For canonical parameter values, our new model describes this
particular pharmacological scenario: treatment with Co2+ and 4-
AP. Moreover, by taking into account the pharmacological blockade
of ionic currents our model is relatively small in dimension, which
makes the model readily accessible to thorough mathematical anal-
ysis. These results are based on a biophysically accurate model;
these results make clear falsifiable predictions. Based on our pre-
vious experience with the canonical model of the HN (Cymbalyuk
et al., 2002; Sorensen et al., 2004; Olypher et al., 2006), we expect
to demonstrate multistability of seizure-like bursting and silence
under these conditions. Our previous analysis of the leech heart
interneuron models showed that multistability in a single neuron
dynamics could remain in a two-neuron network setting (Marin
et al., 2013). It suggests that the results obtained in the single neu-
ron study will be informative for the dynamics of the seizure-prone
tissues.

In this report, we determined how the manipulation of indi-
vidual ionic currents or coordinated groups of ionic currents can
qualitative change the dynamics of a neuronal system by increas-
ing the range of parameter values where bistability is observed. This
sort of pharmacological manipulation could be used to increase
the prevalence of a normal regime in a pathologically oscillating
system.

The results predict how to reveal multistability of seizure-like
bursting and silence in the leech heart interneurons. Pharma-
cological and electrophysiological techniques have been used to
manipulate endogenous conductances in this preparation. Here
we report that an increase in gh increases the index of propen-
sity of multistability and, hence, the range of parameter values
where bistability could be observed. Application of the endogenous
peptide myomodulin to the HN increases the conductance of the
hyperpolarization-activated current (Tobin and Calabrese, 2005).
The described predictions concerning coordinated changes of gh,
gK2, and gP could be implemented in artificial conductances using
dynamic clamp. In this fashion, a biohybrid system was used to
inject a Ca2+ current and a synaptic current with arbitrary dynam-
ics in the HN (Olypher et al., 2006). Our study predicts that an
increase in the conductance of the hyperpolarization-activated cur-
rent will increase the propensity to bistability. To achieve this
manipulation, we would introduce an artificial hyperpolarization-
activated current with dynamic clamp (Sorensen et al., 2004). The
distribution of HCN channels is a critical factor in determining the
responses of the neuron to electrical signals (Santoro and Baram,
2003). There is a concern that the pulse protocol described here
may  not work in a living cell because the effect of injected current
may  depend on location (for example soma compared to neurite).
However, previous experimental studies performed in the leech

heart interneuron with dynamic clamp have indicated success in
implementing inward artificial currents as well as artificial synap-
tic conductances(Sorensen et al., 2004; Olypher et al., 2006). These
combined results indicate to us that the leech heart interneuron
is sufficiently electrically compact to implement pulse protocols
alone or in concert with artificially implemented conductances.
Once multistability is exhibited, we  will use our pulse protocol
to elicit pulse-triggered switches and confirm the structure of the
windows of pulse parameters.

The methods and results presented here could be useful for
developing new treatments for seizures involving closed-loop
control. Recent studies of closed-loop transcranial electrical stim-
ulation suggest that transient applications of current pulses to
cortical neurons can effectively shorten seizure episodes (Berényi
et al., 2012). This is a promising result for the notion that switches
between coexisting healthy and pathological regimes may  termi-
nate some seizures shortly after the onset. On the other hand,
analysis of the propensity for multistability could allow for more
effective design of pharmacological treatments.
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